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Collection is one of the most misunderstood concepts in Western and English riding. Everyone

wants it, but few people know how to get it. World-class rider, trainer, and clinician Lynn Palm

now offers the one and only book that explains away the mysteries of collection while telling

you exactly how to attain it. With 40 years experience riding and training champion all-around

performance horses, and a background in dressage, Lynn has perfected an easy-to-use

system of exercises that gradually collect any type of horse, regardless of his build, and that

are of particular value to stock horse breeds such as Quarter Horses, Paints, and Appaloosas.

Lynn begins on the ground with in-hand exercises—free lungeing, ground-driving, and lungeing-

and-bitting—to gain the horse's trust and improve his responses to cues and commands. She

then explains how you start in the saddle with simple transitions—such as halt-walk-halt—and

gradually progress through stages that include more difficult transitions between gaits and

markers; lengthening and shortening of stride; yielding on diagonal, straight, and curving lines;

turns on the forehand and haunches; shoulder-in and shoulder-fore; haunches-in and

haunches-out; half-pass; and simple and flying lead changes. Learning how to bring your horse

into true collection helps you improve his performance; create a more willing equine partner;

extend his physical and mental longevity; and enjoy riding him even more than you already do.
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Foreword by Jane SavoieI was delighted and honored when Lynn Palm asked me if I would

write the foreword for her new book on the often misunderstood and confusing topic of



collection.Before I tell you a bit about the book, I have to say something about Lynn. I’ve known

her for many years as a trainer, student, and performer. Lynn is truly the consummate

horsewoman. She never ceases to amaze me with her knowledge, experience, and insight into

the mind of both horses and riders.Lynn’s been teaching and training for a long time, yet she’s

always interested in learning and growing. She’s an accomplished and decorated champion,

yet she’s always humble. Above all, she keeps the well-being and happiness of her horses

uppermost in her mind throughout her training. And, although she takes training seriously, she

always keeps learning fun…and isn’t that why we all got into riding in the first place?I

particularly love how she just “gets it.” So many professionals put themselves in isolated

catagories and declare, “I’m a jumper rider,” or “I’m a reiner,” or “I’m a dressage rider.” Unlike

many of us who specialize in just one area of training, Lynn is, indeed, the ultimate trainer for

all riders in every equestrian discipline. She understands that good training is just good

training. She uses basic dressage principles as the foundation for all her work. From that solid

foundation, horses and riders can go on to specialize successfully in any type of riding.In The

Rider’s Guide to Real Collection, Lynn explains the what, why, and “how to” of teaching your

horse to collect. She also discusses a number of factors that affect a horse’s ability to shift his

weight back and lighten the forehand. And probably most importantly, she explains the

ingredients that go into laying the correct foundation to achieve true collection so you don’t

resort to shortcuts that only create an artificial headset.Although the primary focus of the book

is collection, Lynn leaves no stone unturned. She covers everything from ground training

equipment to proper tack to fun exercises that will keep you on the right path throughout the

various stages of achieving the end goal of collection. I’m sure you’ll love The Rider’s Guide to

Real Collection as much as I did. All in all, you’ll find it chock full of informative, easy-to-digest

riding theory and practical exercises. So pull on your boots, and enjoy the ride!Jane

SavoieThree-Time Olympic Coach, Author, and Alternate for the US Olympic Dressage Team

AcknowledgmentsTHANKS FROM LYNNThere are so many people who have made this book

possible. It is impossible to thank everyone, although there are a few special people I would like

to mention.Stacy Pigott: From the first time I spoke with you on the phone I knew we could

work together, and after nearly a year of writing magazine articles with you about training

horses to collect, I knew you were the one to write this book for me. The best part is you grew

up showing all-around pleasure horses in Michigan and had watched me compete for years, so

you knew what I was saying about collection from the start. I know that your wonderful talent

with words and knowledge of horses helps make the language of my methods easy to

understand. Thanks to Trafalgar Square for accepting you as my writer, even though this was

your first book. I do hope that this one will bring us together for another in the future, and that

you also have the opportunity to write other books because of this experience.Cappy Jackson:

You are an all-around great person: fun, unbelievably talented, and amazing to work with. You

always capture the very best in a horse, whether standing or in motion, and whatever the

discipline. I have had wonderful experiences working with you on shoots for magazine articles

and books over the years. (On this one alone, we did over 4,000 pictures in one day!) Thank

you for being a special friend and educating people through your beautiful photos.Heidi

Burkhalter: You and your wonderful husband Walter are very special clients and friends. You

have given me such support and trust as we shared successful show horses together, as well

as so many positive days of life!Carol Harris: You are a great horsewoman and my mentor. I will

always cherish your friendship and incredible wisdom, as well as the business relationship we

share. From the first horse you sent to me in 1973, Rugged Cash, to the beautiful 16-year



relationship with your famous Quarter Horse Stallion, Rugged Lark, you and your horses are

always in my heart. Thank you for the many opportunities you have given me, trusting me to

“bring out the best” in the horses you breed.Jane Savoie: I love and appreciate your

understanding that dressage is for everyone. You are such a talented educator and a dynamic

trainer; I always relish the opportunity to ride and train with you. Ms. Bobbi Steele taught me, “If

you think you know all about horses, you will always stay at one level.” You are the perfect

example of someone who never stops learning and always strives to be at the top, doing the

best you can for horses and riders!Al Dunning: You are my favorite horseman in the Western

horse world. Since our friendship started in the early 1970s, we have always respected each

other’s talents and shared our knowledge. The training DVD we produced in 2009, Western

Dressage, is one of my favorite educational pieces to show the similarities in training a reining

horse and a hunter horse, using dressage principles. Thank you, and your talented wife Becky,

for the opportunity to share so much over the years!William Sweeny, DVM, and Gene Thomas,

DVM: Both of you have imparted so much knowledge about horse care, medicating and

healing horses, and producing healthy, fit horses for the show ring. You taught me to maintain

show horses without drugs and to keep my horses naturally fit and sound. You are truly team

players who, along with open-minded blacksmiths, have allowed me to succeed in training my

horses and competing in the show ring.Sandy Collier: I have always appreciated your kind

training methods and the way you take your time to make great horses. You have risen above

to succeed in two male-dominated events—working cow horse and reining. I will never forget

the help you offered with the training of my longtime friend Rugged Painted Lark.Carla

Wennberg: You will always be a special protégé of mine. I loved teaching you as a young girl,

and knew you would love dressage. I am so proud to see you take dressage principles and use

them to train all-around pleasure horses. As one of the top collegiate equine educators in the

country, you are a great inspiration to young equestrians everywhere, and I am very proud of

you.Stephanie Lynn: Many people have worked with me, but you are one of the few who has

excelled with your own business. I am proud of your success as a coach of youth and amateur

riders, and of the national and World Champion American Quarter Horses you have trained.

You are a person I now look up to as a horsewoman and highly-regarded AQHA judge.Kevin

Dukes: Kevin, you, Stephanie, and Carla are my three favorite former employees! You are a

fine example of all-around training at its best, training horses with passion and respect. It is

easy to see you and your wife Melissa put the horse first, using kind and understanding

methods to produce willing horses that perform for a long time.Marie-Frances Davis: From the

first day I saw you ride at one of my clinics, you have shown me how focused and successful

young people can be. Your great attitude and determination to succeed were apparent as you

completed an internship and started as a stable assistant. Today, as General Manager of Palm

Partnership Training and a profit-sharing owner, you have proven to be an invaluable part of the

company—capably managing the stable, horses, staff and clients; assisting with training and

showing; helping me teach at horse expos; taking care of accounting, sales, and marketing;

and even overseeing needed repairs at the farm. Everyone needs a Marie! We are proud that

you are such a loyal part of our business.Anthony and Elizabeth Salvatori—my beloved

parents: You were so wonderful to let me chart a path with horses, which you knew nothing

about. Dad, when you and I went to Cain’s Pony Farm and you bought my first pony, “Sugar” (of

course I had to have the one that was pregnant, and we soon had “Honey,” too), you changed

my life. Your early help with my business (I remember my first brochure, Salvatori School of

Horsemanship!) and your willingness to co-sign on loans is what got me started. Mom, I will

always remember my “Horse Show Mom” who started the largest 4-H horse club in the state of



Florida. From my first horse, “Cracker,” who you bought for $150 (including a saddle and

bridle!) and who taught me how to take correct leads (as he only had one!) to my second horse

“Mocha Dell” (who Mom and I bought while Dad was on a business trip!)—a weanling who’d

never been away from home until she was delivered to our house. We put her in the paddock

and of course she jumped out immediately! So we used rope to make a higher fence…those

were the days—and fabulous memories!THANKS FROM STACYTo Lynn Palm: You are a

talented and amazing woman I have looked up to since my youth days showing pleasure

horses in Michigan. I am honored and eternally grateful that you chose me to write your book.

You are an inspiration!To everyone at Trafalgar Square Books: Thank you for taking a chance

on this magazine writer! I couldn’t ask for a better group of women to mentor me through the

process of writing my first book.To Christie Nissenson and Wendy Furmanek: You both

believed in me when I didn’t. You gave me the strength to make it through several drafts, the

occasional case of writer’s block, and countless late-night editing sessions. I could not have

done it without either of you. Thank you for always being there for me, and for being you!Most

importantly, to my parents, Larry and Judy Pigott. I owe you an enormous debt of gratitude for

the sacrifices you made that allowed me to follow my dreams. You have always been my

biggest supporters in everything I do, which has given me the courage to try new things. Mom

and Dad, you always said I should write a book; here it is.

1What Is Collection?COLLECTION IS ONE OF THE MOST MISUNDERSTOOD CONCEPTS

IN RIDING. EVERYBODY wants it, but few people truly understand how to get it. Fortunately,

every horse can achieve and move in a collected frame with time and patience. Learning how

to bring the horse into true collection gives you an easy, commonsense understanding of how

the horse’s anatomy and mechanics naturally work, and how you can improve your horse’s

performance, create a more willing equine partner, extend his physical and mental longevity,

and enjoy the ride even more.Importance of CollectionWhen a horse is collected, he is more

balanced so it’s easier for him to do what he’s asked (fig. 1.1). He can change gaits; change

speed in gaits; turn; go up and down hills; move laterally; jump; stop; and spin—all with less

difficulty.The horse’s movement is more rhythmic, free, and flowing. His walk has a marching,

defined pace, where you can shorten or lengthen the stride without losing a four-beat rhythm.

The trot has suspension and a precise two-beat rhythm. The canter is a true three-beat gait,

where the natural length of stride is elongated and maximized. Collection “magnifies”

movements and maximizes the horse’s potential.1.1 A balanced and collected horse can

perform maneuvers with ease.Collection also gives the rider light and easy control of the horse:

he is responsive to his rider and “locked in” to what you are asking him to do. It’s almost like a

dance—everything is effortless and light. There are differences to the horse’s frame in

collection for specific riding disciplines and horse breeds, but a horse in balance is the same—

in all riding. Collected naturally and correctly, he is going to be able to excel in whatever event

or competition he is doing. He will be comfortable and relaxed, and certainly more fun to

ride.Definition of True CollectionTrue collection, also known as the horse being in “self-

carriage,” is achieved when he is able to compress his body and move in a shorter, “rounded”

frame (figs. 1.2 A-C). It starts when a horse engages the joints of his hind legs more and brings

them further underneath his body as he moves, allowing him to bear more weight on his hind

end. When he does, his hindquarters lower, his back comes up and is “round” rather than flat,

and his withers are elevated, thus allowing the front legs to carry less weight. The neck and

poll also rise; he “breaks” at the poll; and the head comes on the vertical (see p. 6).Collection

can only be achieved by riding from back to front. This means using your driving aids—your



seat and legs—before your rein aids, to create a connection from the horse’s hind legs to his

mouth. The power in the horse’s hindquarters is directed forward through his body to your

hands. He begins to round his spine and come “on the bit,” which is necessary for his future

ability to collect. A horse on the bit is properly connected from back to front, which is

sometimes referred to as “connected from the leg to the rein”; “moving in a round frame”;

“throughness”; “packaged”; or “rounding his back.”Definition of False CollectionA “headset” is

not collection (fig. 1.3). This is probably one of the biggest misconceptions in riding. Achieving

a headset is part of collection, but it’s not collection. “False collection” is perpetuated through

techniques such as overflexion, neck bending, and riding from the mouth. These often result in

artificial gaits (see p. 7), a frustrated and resistant horse, and poor performance.Feel What

Your Horse FeelsOne of the quickest ways to understand true collection is to try it yourself.

First, get on your hands and knees, with your knees directly under your hips and your hands

directly under your shoulders (fig. 1.4 A). In this position, you’re going to have your head above

your back because it’s more comfortable. Because of the weight of your head and neck, you’re

going to feel more weight on your hands than on your knees—the same as the horse in natural

carriage. Now, pretend you are doing a canter depart (fig. 1.4 B). You should find that you can

bring your hands off the ground without difficulty, although perhaps not as gracefully as you

would like.1.2 A-C A Western, dressage, and hunter-under-saddle horse, all showing

intermediate collection.1.3 A horse in false collection. His balance is on the forehand, his hind

legs are not engaged, and his head position is overflexed and breaking at the third vertebrae in

the neck rather than at the poll. This horse is not happy in this frame.1.4 A-F Demonstrating

natural self carriage (A). With your front and hind “legs” squarely beneath your hips and

shoulders, there is enough lightness in your “forehand” to allow for a fairly easy canter depart

(B). Next, we demonstrate correct collection (C). When you are correctly collected with your

hind “legs” underneath your torso and your back round, more weight is transferred off the

forehand, allowing for a very easy canter depart (as in this example) and for more advanced

maneuvers (D). Finally, false collection with more weight and balance on the forehand and the

head position behind the vertical (E). When your hind “legs” aren’t engaged, your back is flat,

and more of your weight is on your “forehand,” it is not at all easy to do a simple canter depart

(F).When collection is achieved through training and developing the horse’s body, the hind legs

engage and move forward deep underneath his body, the spine rounds, and the forehand

elevates. To simulate this, bring your knees underneath yourself to round and elevate your back

(fig. 1.4 C). Try your canter depart again. You should be able to lift your hands easily: This

position simulates a horse that is collected (fig. 1.4 D).Next, you’re going to “set” your head, like

a horse in false collection. Put your head down so it is level with, or below your topline (fig. 1.4

E). You should feel the added weight on your hands at this point. When this happens to the

horse, he can’t bring his hind legs underneath his body to start collecting himself. Move your

knees far behind your hips. Now pick up your canter (fig. 1.4 F). It should be extremely hard to

lift your hands off the ground. This is what your horse experiences, too!My Mentor, Bobbi

SteeleI was seven years old when we moved to Sarasota, Florida. A wonderful lady named

Bobbi Steele lived down the street, and I would ride my bike over to watch her ride her horses.

Finally, one day she stopped, introduced herself, and invited me in. After that, I rode with her

for more than 30 years, and my parents never paid for one lesson. She knew I was crazy about

horses, and since she was retired, she just took me under her wing.Ms. Steele was unique and

special in her time. She was born in 1908 to an Illinois farming family. Her parents wouldn’t let

her have a horse so as a teenager she ran away to the circus and was hired as a rider. At the

time, Ringling Brothers hired European trainers for their horse acts, so for the next 10 years



Ms. Steele rode with German dressage trainer Captain William Hyer.While she worked for the

circus, she developed two horses to do exhibitions on her own: Gay Rhythm did all of the trot

work and Night Call, the canter work. As an entertainer she performed at all of the major shows

—Madison Square Garden, the American Royal, the Royal Canadian Horse Show, all the best.

I have a picture of Night Call, a black Thoroughbred. She would dismount, walk a set distance

in front of him, kneel on one knee, and hold a small, round stick over her head. Then, with the

horse at liberty and no attachments, she would call to him, and he would jump over her, stop,

and face her on the other side.Ms. Steele’s amazing story was featured in an eight-page article

entitled “Girl Rider Excels at Rare Type of 18th Century Horsemanship” in the October 14,

1946, issue of LIFE Magazine.Ms. Steele taught me that if I wanted a horse—no matter what I

wanted to do with him—I had to become a good rider. The better I got at what I was doing, the

more I would be able to achieve with him. I learned on a three-year-old Saddlebred/Quarter

Horse cross that she had named Nic Nack. I rode him for about 12 years. After a lesson, we’d

always go into her house, sit down with a Coca-Cola®, and talk about the lesson. She’d explain

to me “why” we were doing certain things and what the next stage was. Then, I’d go home and

try what I was learning on my own horses. The dressage background she had—and taught me

—has enabled me to do what I’ve done: Her barn was where I really learned to train and

teach.1.5 A-C On the vertical (A), beyond the vertical (B), and behind the vertical (C).Flexion

and BendWhen your horse’s head position is on the vertical, his forehead is at a 90-degree

angle to the ground—that is, on a vertical line (fig. 1.5 A). This is the maximum position that a

horse should flex at the poll. When the nose is further out than 90 degrees to the ground, the

horse’s head position is considered beyond the vertical (fig. 1.5 B). When the nose is straight

out and there is no flexion at the poll, there is no roundness to the spine so there can be no

collection. This position is sometimes referred to as “nosed out” or it is said that a horse “noses

out.”When the nose goes behind the vertical, such as when the horse tucks his chin toward his

chest, he is flexing at the third vertebrae in the neck and no longer correctly flexing at the poll

(fig. 1.5 C). This is known as “overflexing.”Too often, I see riders pull on the reins to get the

horse to “give” to the bit and fix the head inward. The first thing this does is restrict the horse

from going forward. The only escape the horse has from the pain he feels in his mouth is to

lower his head even further and/or behind the vertical. When a horse goes behind the vertical

and is overflexed, he has the advantage of escaping the action you are giving with your rein

aids to the bit. In other words, if you wanted to turn, he could avoid the cue. And if you wanted

to slow down, he could certainly escape by bringing his chin toward his chest. Whenever your

horse is overflexed you have a loss of control and usually cannot totally regain correct

responses when you need them.Many people bend the horse’s neck from side to side to try to

achieve a headset (fig. 1.6). As said earlier, trying to obtain “collection” from the horse’s head

and neck only results in a false collection. The neck is just one part of the entire body of the

horse. I like to divide the horse into five parts: head; neck; shoulder and front legs; back and

barrel; hip and hind legs. If your main focal point is bending the neck back and forth and pulling

on the mouth constantly, you are only achieving elasticity of the neck and making it act like a

rubber band. The more the neck is like a rubber band, the more it becomes another means of

losing control of the horse’s body and thus control of what you are asking your horse to do.True

lateral flexion of the neck is when the horse moves his head to the side just enough to allow

the rider to see his eye. He does not bend his neck and only flexes at the poll to “give” to the

bit.1.6 Exaggerated bending of the neck from side to side is not the way to achieve true lateral

flexion and can result in false collection. Note the distressed expression on the horse’s

face.Some riders incorrectly believe they are suppling their horse by bending his neck from



side to side. However, real lateral suppleness involves the horse’s entire body, not just his neck.

Suppleness can be promoted by riding him on a curving line: The horse compacts the muscles

on one side of his body while lengthening, or stretching, the muscles on the other side, from

head to tail. True suppleness and lateral flexion are not done through the neck, just as true

collection is not just a headset.Artificial GaitsAn artificial gait results from the loss of correct

cadence within a gait, and commonly, is seen at the trot and canter. The hind legs are

“delayed” because they are not engaged with power: The trot loses its two-beat rhythm, and

the canter has four beats instead of three. Artificial gaits are a sign of poor balance and a

horse that is being ridden from front to back. Four-beating at the canter, for example, happens

when a horse is too flat in his spine and has no roundness to his body. He could also be

overflexed in the poll, restricted from going forward, and have more weight on his forehand.

This causes his hind legs to drag behind him, which keeps him from engaging to a three-beat

canter.Collection and LongevityMental HealthThe bottom line of training is to promote

happiness and willingness from the horse. Collecting the horse naturally is putting the horse in

balance through control of his body alignment. You put him in a position physically to do things

the easiest way. This always results in a horse that is positive, eager, and willing. It’s the

ultimate in riding: the rider in control and the horse doing what you want. It is our responsibility

to bring out the best in a horse. Acceptance and willingness are a must!False collection

negatively affects a horse’s mental state, which is seen in his body language. Because he is

physically unable to do what you are asking, he becomes frustrated and angry. Read your

horse’s body and he will tell you what he is feeling.A horse shows his unhappiness the most

through his ears and tail (fig. 1.7). He will have a sullen look and sour expression, with his ears

held upright or back rather than forward. When riding you obviously can’t see the tail, so you

need to listen to its action. When he is switching it from side to side, pay attention to its speed.

When the tail is moving quickly, something is upsetting him; when more slowly, the horse is

having difficulty—either physical or mental—understanding the task at hand.When the tail

swings upward, toward, or over the back, the horse is either being “ornery” or the maneuver is

really difficult for him. When he flags his tail—moving it quickly over his back much as a stallion

or alpha mare does in the herd—the horse is saying, “Beware!” and taking charge. Horses that

move their tail up and down, rather than side to side, are generally more difficult to work

with.1.7 A switching tail is a sign of an unhappy horse.1.8 A horse’s ears, eyes, and mouth will

also show you his discomfort or displeasure.Unhappiness also shows through frustration in the

mouth, commonly seen as tense lips, “mouthing” of the bit, or opening of the mouth. The

horse’s eyes will look anxious, or when he’s tired, nearly closed (fig. 1.8). His entire body will be

stiff, especially through the neck. He can show roughness in his transitions, either not going

forward at all or bolting ahead. Worse, his response may manifest in balking, rearing, bucking,

and kicking out.Most horses want to behave well, but it all comes down to how we handle and

relate to them. The way we choose to do these things is going to reflect in their attitude. For

three decades I rode with and learned from my mentor Bobbi Steele (see sidebar, p. 5). She

always told me that horses have a mind and feelings, just as we have a mind and feelings.

Reflect yourself. When you get into a problem, just stop and think, “How would I feel if I were

the horse?”1.9 A happy horse has a pleasant, relaxed expression.1.10 When a horse is

balanced and relaxed through his body the lower part of his tail swings softly side to

side.Physical HealthCollecting the horse isn’t a “technical” style of training, it’s a physical

development of the horse’s body. This is what takes time. Bobbi used to say, “Sure, you can run

a mile. But before you get there you’re going to go through stages where it doesn’t feel okay,

and you’re going to get tired. After you practice running for a while, however, that mile becomes



pretty easy.”It’s the same with a horse’s development: true collection will always promote his

longevity, because you’re developing his physique according to anatomy and

biomechanics.Rugged Lark is one of my best training examples. He retired at a young 18 years

old, didn’t have a “puff” in or around any joint, and had never been given a joint injection. He

had been carefully brought along: built up slowly so he could be an absolute, all-around athlete

that could continue to perform for a long time.Trying to achieve collection “from the head”

breaks a horse down. It places so much physical stress on him because he is not built to travel

or move that way. When the horse has his poll lower than his topline and his nose behind the

vertical, added strain is put on his front legs, and his back and loin muscles. His hind limb joints

—hips, stifles, and hocks—are overtaxed, which is why we see so many injections being done

in these areas. Muscle soreness all over the body is also something we must recognize. Read

your horse through his ears, eyes, mouth, and tail (see p. 8). When in pain, he will always tell

you if he resents doing what you are asking of him.True collection promotes the soundness of

any horse without obvious conformation faults, and it will show in his body language: his ears

will be forward—or working back and forth and attentive; his head and neck will be (especially)

relaxed; and his eyes soft; and mouth quiet (fig. 1.9). The muscles in his body will be relaxed

yet defined, and the lower part of his tail will softly swing back and forth (fig. 1.10). His

transitions will be smooth and he’ll maintain a consistent speed in his gaits.When you take the

time to build your horse’s body with training, you teach him correct self-carriage, which enables

him to do anything you want to do. And, he can last forever!William Sweeney, DVM, on

CollectionFor years, I have relied on Dr. William Sweeney’s advice and expertise for the

veterinary care of my horses. An avid nutritionist whose practice centers around show horses,

Dr. Sweeney promotes physical fitness and naturally balanced trimming and shoeing of the feet

as necessities for the working horse.“I am not a trainer, but I know that a collected horse—or

one that has the ability to be collected—has developed muscle tone, is stronger when he

performs, and therefore has fewer physical problems for his veterinarian to deal with,” says Dr.

Sweeney. “Collection needs to be done in the correct stages to allow the horse to develop his

muscles in a healthy way, and his mental ability at the same time. The size, breed, and age of

the horse have a lot to do with how early he can begin to develop his muscle and mind. A

horse who has collection will exhibit a better attitude about his job, be sounder, and all future

steps in training will come easier to him.”1.11 Look at a horse’s profile to evaluate his level of

collection: the position of his poll; the shape of his back—uphill or downhill balance; and the

forward swing of his hind legs under his body.Recognizing Collection in Various

DisciplinesThere are two ways to look at a horse to evaluate his level of balance. The first and

most obvious is to view his profile because that way you can see the outline of the whole horse

(fig. 1.11). When you look at a horse’s profile, always view from front to back, and then top to

bottom. The poll has to be level with, or above the topline, of the horse. This always indicates

there is less weight on his front legs and more weight on his back legs. The more advanced the

maneuver, the more you have to see the horse in an “uphill,” balanced frame. Based on his

anatomy, for any horse to collect naturally, his hind legs must be engaged and swing well

forward underneath his belly. Then, he can raise his back, lift his shoulders, and transfer weight

off his front legs while elevating the poll, all of which allow the hindquarters to lower.The

second view is to look at the horse straight on (fig. 1.12). A horse must be straight in order to

achieve the ultimate in balance, and thus collection. Natural balance requires a horse to be

straight in his body, whether traveling a straight path or a curving line. Put simply, this means

that the hind hoofprint lands in the front hoofprint on the same side (see p. 87). Many Western

Pleasure horses are ridden with their hips canted to the inside and their head to the rail. When



kept in this position and in a downhill balance for a long time, they begin to bob their heads at

the canter because they lack forward motion, are crooked, and laboring in their

movement.Straightness is the only way a horse can achieve correct balance and naturally

collect.1.12 A horse must be straight to achieve the balance that is needed for collection. This

horse’s hind feet are tracking into the same spot as his front feet.Form to Function—

FlexionThere is a muscle that lies underneath and behind the jaw—between the jaw and the

throatlatch of the horse (fig. 1.13). This muscle stretches when a rider correctly flexes a horse’s

head left and right and is accomplished through bending the horse while training him on curved

lines. When this muscle stretches—after at least a year of training—the horse can easily break

at the poll correctly.If you try to flex the head by pulling it in, such as happens with overflexion

(see p. 6), this muscle locks behind the jaw and you create a horse that pulls on the reins with

a hard, heavy mouth. You must always remember that the horse’s mouth is the most sensitive

part of his body. If you go to more severe bits in an attempt to get lightness or soft responses,

your horse will not only resist, overreact, and be agitated, he’ll end up with a dull, or even

calloused mouth.Stand next to your horse and push the bridge of his nose onto the vertical

with your hand. You should be able to easily grab that muscle behind the jaw with your first

finger and thumb and hold it. If you can’t, then your horse certainly won’t flex easily at the poll.

The exercises in this book stretch this muscle naturally—like a runner stretches his hamstrings

through training and repetition—without making it large and bulky. If you take the time to

gradually allow this muscle to stretch, your horse will always have a beautiful and correct set to

his head.1.13 For a horse to break correctly at the poll, you must take the time to stretch the

muscle behind his jaw.1.14 Correct training builds a harmonious partnership between you and

your horse.Collection for EveryoneA rider who wants to have a fun, enjoyable ride needs a

horse to steer easily, go faster or slower, be controllable in transitions, and accept his rider

without any resistance (fig. 1.14). A horse that can confidently perform these common basics

has learned the foundation for collection.

Some riders incorrectly believe they are suppling their horse by bending his neck from side to

side. However, real lateral suppleness involves the horse’s entire body, not just his neck.

Suppleness can be promoted by riding him on a curving line: The horse compacts the muscles

on one side of his body while lengthening, or stretching, the muscles on the other side, from

head to tail. True suppleness and lateral flexion are not done through the neck, just as true

collection is not just a headset.Artificial GaitsAn artificial gait results from the loss of correct

cadence within a gait, and commonly, is seen at the trot and canter. The hind legs are

“delayed” because they are not engaged with power: The trot loses its two-beat rhythm, and

the canter has four beats instead of three. Artificial gaits are a sign of poor balance and a

horse that is being ridden from front to back. Four-beating at the canter, for example, happens

when a horse is too flat in his spine and has no roundness to his body. He could also be

overflexed in the poll, restricted from going forward, and have more weight on his forehand.

This causes his hind legs to drag behind him, which keeps him from engaging to a three-beat

canter.Collection and LongevityMental HealthThe bottom line of training is to promote

happiness and willingness from the horse. Collecting the horse naturally is putting the horse in

balance through control of his body alignment. You put him in a position physically to do things

the easiest way. This always results in a horse that is positive, eager, and willing. It’s the

ultimate in riding: the rider in control and the horse doing what you want. It is our responsibility

to bring out the best in a horse. Acceptance and willingness are a must!False collection

negatively affects a horse’s mental state, which is seen in his body language. Because he is



physically unable to do what you are asking, he becomes frustrated and angry. Read your

horse’s body and he will tell you what he is feeling.A horse shows his unhappiness the most

through his ears and tail (fig. 1.7). He will have a sullen look and sour expression, with his ears

held upright or back rather than forward. When riding you obviously can’t see the tail, so you

need to listen to its action. When he is switching it from side to side, pay attention to its speed.

When the tail is moving quickly, something is upsetting him; when more slowly, the horse is

having difficulty—either physical or mental—understanding the task at hand.When the tail

swings upward, toward, or over the back, the horse is either being “ornery” or the maneuver is

really difficult for him. When he flags his tail—moving it quickly over his back much as a stallion

or alpha mare does in the herd—the horse is saying, “Beware!” and taking charge. Horses that

move their tail up and down, rather than side to side, are generally more difficult to work

with.1.7 A switching tail is a sign of an unhappy horse.1.8 A horse’s ears, eyes, and mouth will

also show you his discomfort or displeasure.Unhappiness also shows through frustration in the

mouth, commonly seen as tense lips, “mouthing” of the bit, or opening of the mouth. The

horse’s eyes will look anxious, or when he’s tired, nearly closed (fig. 1.8). His entire body will be

stiff, especially through the neck. He can show roughness in his transitions, either not going

forward at all or bolting ahead. Worse, his response may manifest in balking, rearing, bucking,

and kicking out.Most horses want to behave well, but it all comes down to how we handle and

relate to them. The way we choose to do these things is going to reflect in their attitude. For

three decades I rode with and learned from my mentor Bobbi Steele (see sidebar, p. 5). She

always told me that horses have a mind and feelings, just as we have a mind and feelings.

Reflect yourself. When you get into a problem, just stop and think, “How would I feel if I were

the horse?”1.9 A happy horse has a pleasant, relaxed expression.1.10 When a horse is

balanced and relaxed through his body the lower part of his tail swings softly side to

side.Physical HealthCollecting the horse isn’t a “technical” style of training, it’s a physical

development of the horse’s body. This is what takes time. Bobbi used to say, “Sure, you can run

a mile. But before you get there you’re going to go through stages where it doesn’t feel okay,

and you’re going to get tired. After you practice running for a while, however, that mile becomes

pretty easy.”It’s the same with a horse’s development: true collection will always promote his

longevity, because you’re developing his physique according to anatomy and

biomechanics.Rugged Lark is one of my best training examples. He retired at a young 18 years

old, didn’t have a “puff” in or around any joint, and had never been given a joint injection. He

had been carefully brought along: built up slowly so he could be an absolute, all-around athlete

that could continue to perform for a long time.Trying to achieve collection “from the head”

breaks a horse down. It places so much physical stress on him because he is not built to travel

or move that way. When the horse has his poll lower than his topline and his nose behind the

vertical, added strain is put on his front legs, and his back and loin muscles. His hind limb joints

—hips, stifles, and hocks—are overtaxed, which is why we see so many injections being done

in these areas. Muscle soreness all over the body is also something we must recognize. Read

your horse through his ears, eyes, mouth, and tail (see p. 8). When in pain, he will always tell

you if he resents doing what you are asking of him.True collection promotes the soundness of

any horse without obvious conformation faults, and it will show in his body language: his ears

will be forward—or working back and forth and attentive; his head and neck will be (especially)

relaxed; and his eyes soft; and mouth quiet (fig. 1.9). The muscles in his body will be relaxed

yet defined, and the lower part of his tail will softly swing back and forth (fig. 1.10). His

transitions will be smooth and he’ll maintain a consistent speed in his gaits.When you take the

time to build your horse’s body with training, you teach him correct self-carriage, which enables



him to do anything you want to do. And, he can last forever!William Sweeney, DVM, on

CollectionFor years, I have relied on Dr. William Sweeney’s advice and expertise for the

veterinary care of my horses. An avid nutritionist whose practice centers around show horses,

Dr. Sweeney promotes physical fitness and naturally balanced trimming and shoeing of the feet

as necessities for the working horse.“I am not a trainer, but I know that a collected horse—or

one that has the ability to be collected—has developed muscle tone, is stronger when he

performs, and therefore has fewer physical problems for his veterinarian to deal with,” says Dr.

Sweeney. “Collection needs to be done in the correct stages to allow the horse to develop his

muscles in a healthy way, and his mental ability at the same time. The size, breed, and age of

the horse have a lot to do with how early he can begin to develop his muscle and mind. A

horse who has collection will exhibit a better attitude about his job, be sounder, and all future

steps in training will come easier to him.”1.11 Look at a horse’s profile to evaluate his level of

collection: the position of his poll; the shape of his back—uphill or downhill balance; and the

forward swing of his hind legs under his body.Recognizing Collection in Various

DisciplinesThere are two ways to look at a horse to evaluate his level of balance. The first and

most obvious is to view his profile because that way you can see the outline of the whole horse

(fig. 1.11). When you look at a horse’s profile, always view from front to back, and then top to

bottom. The poll has to be level with, or above the topline, of the horse. This always indicates

there is less weight on his front legs and more weight on his back legs. The more advanced the

maneuver, the more you have to see the horse in an “uphill,” balanced frame. Based on his

anatomy, for any horse to collect naturally, his hind legs must be engaged and swing well

forward underneath his belly. Then, he can raise his back, lift his shoulders, and transfer weight

off his front legs while elevating the poll, all of which allow the hindquarters to lower.The

second view is to look at the horse straight on (fig. 1.12). A horse must be straight in order to

achieve the ultimate in balance, and thus collection. Natural balance requires a horse to be

straight in his body, whether traveling a straight path or a curving line. Put simply, this means

that the hind hoofprint lands in the front hoofprint on the same side (see p. 87). Many Western

Pleasure horses are ridden with their hips canted to the inside and their head to the rail. When

kept in this position and in a downhill balance for a long time, they begin to bob their heads at

the canter because they lack forward motion, are crooked, and laboring in their

movement.Straightness is the only way a horse can achieve correct balance and naturally

collect.1.12 A horse must be straight to achieve the balance that is needed for collection. This

horse’s hind feet are tracking into the same spot as his front feet.Form to Function—

FlexionThere is a muscle that lies underneath and behind the jaw—between the jaw and the

throatlatch of the horse (fig. 1.13). This muscle stretches when a rider correctly flexes a horse’s

head left and right and is accomplished through bending the horse while training him on curved

lines. When this muscle stretches—after at least a year of training—the horse can easily break

at the poll correctly.If you try to flex the head by pulling it in, such as happens with overflexion

(see p. 6), this muscle locks behind the jaw and you create a horse that pulls on the reins with

a hard, heavy mouth. You must always remember that the horse’s mouth is the most sensitive

part of his body. If you go to more severe bits in an attempt to get lightness or soft responses,

your horse will not only resist, overreact, and be agitated, he’ll end up with a dull, or even

calloused mouth.Stand next to your horse and push the bridge of his nose onto the vertical

with your hand. You should be able to easily grab that muscle behind the jaw with your first

finger and thumb and hold it. If you can’t, then your horse certainly won’t flex easily at the poll.

The exercises in this book stretch this muscle naturally—like a runner stretches his hamstrings

through training and repetition—without making it large and bulky. If you take the time to



gradually allow this muscle to stretch, your horse will always have a beautiful and correct set to

his head.1.13 For a horse to break correctly at the poll, you must take the time to stretch the

muscle behind his jaw.1.14 Correct training builds a harmonious partnership between you and

your horse.Collection for EveryoneA rider who wants to have a fun, enjoyable ride needs a

horse to steer easily, go faster or slower, be controllable in transitions, and accept his rider

without any resistance (fig. 1.14). A horse that can confidently perform these common basics

has learned the foundation for collection.When a rider is balanced, she can clearly and

consistently communicate with the natural aids—seat, legs, and hands. For a horse to be able

to respond, he has to be balanced, too. But, he can only be balanced when the rider is

balanced. The more you can control the horse’s body alignment and balance through the leg

and hand aids, the more he is going to accept what you are asking him to do. This formula

forms a partnership where the horse and rider are working together in harmony.

2Conformation and CollectionCONFORMATION DICTATES A HORSE’S ABILITIES. THERE

ARE TWO PARTS TO conformation: conformation as it relates to physical ability—or “form to

function”; and conformation as it relates to trainability (fig. 2.1). It is important to understand

your horse’s conformation and build your goals accordingly. For example, a long-backed horse

might have a harder time changing leads in a sequence of strides or trouble jumping higher. It’s

not that he can’t do those things, but they may be more difficult for him and take him longer to

learn. A short-backed horse is usually more athletic.
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Kcdq54, “Excellent and Cleverly Written. I have always been a dressage rider and have ridden

and trained warmblood horses to upper levels using classic principles of European dressage. I

bought a QH filly and decided I needed to read the literature on Western training. To my

surprise and pleasure, Lynn Palm has taken classic dressage and rewritten it into friendly,

American terminology that is easily understood by anyone riding any discipline. Apparently, I

don't have to change a thing for QH's. My only criticism is that eventually a western rider must

use a curb bit and only one hand in showing and I am not sure how that transition occurs or

how much contact one is allowed on the curb bit. I am hoping that after learning to bend,

collect, extend, etc. that my horse and I can make the transition easily.”

Stephanie Skjoldebrand, “What I like about the book is the simplicity for every day .... What I

like about the book is the simplicity for every day riders like my pupils and a good read to the

more advanced rider too. It is full of very useful with tips for teaching, it all makes such sense,

easy to see and easy to read. One of the best lessons I have read which is very similar to the

French man Philippe Karl is about lowering the horse's head and so horse friendly.Lyn has a

breadth of knowledge which she shares with the reader in a clear and step by step fashion.”

Seanna Sparks, “Helpful book, great exercises!. I'm not a dressage rider, I'm a western rider

who was looking for a well-written book on getting a horse collected, and this book was an

excellent fit for me. There are some very good exercises that are listed progressively in this

book, and I really like how Lynn included typical problems that may occur and how to solve

them.”

Roxie,Sebring,FL, “FANTASTIC BOOK!. FIRSTLY I LOVE LYNN PALM WITH ALL HER

ENDEAVORS. THIS BOOK IS ONE OF HER GREATEST WORKS ON PAPER. MUST HAVE

FOR ALL RIDERS!”

Mary, “Very helpful. Lynn Palm is a knowledgeable horsewoman with realistic information on

how to improve your horses movement. I recommend this book for anyone trying to improve

their horses collection and general training.”

ShaSha from California, “Great book. Lynn Palm is an expert who shows you collection in the

most understanding way. She explains collection so you understand collection. Very good

book.”

Lindsay H., “Helpful pointers.. Awesome book. I needed something to refer to and this book is

great.”

The book by Lynn Palm has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 14 people have provided feedback.
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